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Following E. Mares [12] and H. Bass [2] we shall first consider a semi-
perfect module P over a ring R. One of the important properties of P is the
lifting property as follows: Let ί > / / ( P ) = Σ θ ^ « be a decomposition of P/J(P),

then there exists a decomposition of P: P=^φPa such that φ(Pa)=Ka for all

a €Ξ /, where J(P) is the Jacobson radical of P and φ is the natural epimorphism
of P onto PjJ{P). In case the module is injective, we have studied irredundant
sum of indecomposable injective modules and the lifting property of decom-
position over a perfect ring satisfying a certain condition in [7].

In this note we shall generalize those properties over an arbitrary ring.
In order to do so, it is quite natural to take a module MΛ such that MΛIJ(Ma) is
a simple module instead of Pα, namely a hollow module [3]. For a direct sum
of hollow modules M we shall give some characterizations of the lifting pro-
perty of simple module and of decomposition of M (see the definition in §1).
Finally, we shall give characterizations of artinian rings with lifting property
(namely, generalized uniserial ring and semi-simple ring). We shall study
the dual property -the extending property- of simple module in [8].

1. Definitions

Throughout this paper we consider a ring R with identity and we assume
every module M i s a unitary right 72-module. We shall denote the Jacobson
radical of M by J{M).

Let {MαJ/ be a set of submodules of M. If M=^2Ma and M + Σ M β
I J

for any proper subset J of /, we call 2 J Ma be an irredundant sum [7]. If 2 My

is a direct summand of M for every finite subset K of /, we say 2 MΛ be a locally

direct summand of M [9]. We denote the natural epimorphism of M onto
MIJ(M) by φ. If there exists a direct summand MΛ of M such that φ(Ma)=AΛ

for each simple submodule Aa of M/J(M)y then we say M have the lifting
property of simple module.
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Now, Aa^Ma/Na and NΛZDj{Ma). In this paper we are interested in

modules such that Na=J(Ma) and NΛ is small in Mώ. In this case MΛ is cyclic

and Ma^R/A'ay where A'Λ is a right ideal of R and A'Λ is contained in a unique

maximal right ideal. We call such a module cyclic hollow module [3]. Further-

more, we only consider modules M which are direct sums of cyclic hollow

modules MΛ. Let M=Y}(BMΛ. Then φM\N=φN for every direct summand

N of M and φ\K=φκ for a cyclic hollow submodule K with K(tJ(M). If

φ(MΛ)Φ0 for all a and Σ 9 > ( M Λ ) = 2 ® 9 : ) ( Λ ^ Λ ) >
 w e saY Σ Λf« be α direct sum

modulo ](M). Finally, if for any decomposition φ ( M ) = Σ ® ^ « with AΛ sim-

ple, there exists a decomposition M=^®MΛ of M such that φ(Noύ)=A<A for

each α, then we say M have the lifting property of decomposition. We shall
denote φ(M) by M if there are no confusions.

Here we shall give some remarks on hollow modules. Let N be an i?-
module. If End^iV) is a local ring, we say N completely indecomposable. We
do not know whether a cyclic hollow module is completely indecomposable
or not (cf. [3] and [6]). In this note we are interested in completely indecom-
posable and cyclic hollow modules. If R is a commutative, every cyclic hollow
module N is completely indecomposable, since every epimorphism of N onto
itself is isomorphic. We shall consider the above property.

(E-I) Every epimorphism of N onto itself is isomorphic.

REMARKS. 1. If N is noetherian, N satisfies (E-I).

2. If R is directly finite i.e. xy=l implies yx=l and RjA is hollow for a
two-sided ideal A, R\A satisfies (E-I).

3. Let R be a right perfect ring. Then every indecomposable and quasi-
projective module is a hollow module satisfying (E-I) (see §3).

We note that if a hollow module N satisfies (E-I), N is completely inde-
composable. Let {MΛ}7 be a set of hollow modules satisfying (E-I). We
define a partial order ^ in {MΛ}7. If MΛ^Mβy we put MΛ=Mβ. If there
exists an epimorphism / of MΛ onto Mβ} we put M^Mβ. We know from
(E-I) that ^ and = define a partial order in {MJ/. Let M^M2, then
Mι*&M2. If every element in HomR(Mly M2) is induced by some element in
HomR(Mly M2)f then we say HomA(Jlίh M2) be induced from HomΛ(Mi, M2).

2. Lifting property

Let R be a ring and J=J(R).

Lemma 1. Let M be an R-module and {MΛ} ι a set of cyclic hollow sub-
modules of M such that M==^ Ma. Then M—2 Ma is an irredundant sum of M
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if φ{M)=yΣi@ψ{M«) and φ(Ma)Φθ for all a. If ](M) is small in M, the

converse is valid.

Proof. It is clear.
First we give a proposition concerning with (E-I).

Proposition 1. Let {M,}ϊ be a finite set if cyclic hollow modules with
(E-I). We assume if f: M^Mj is epίmorphic, f is ίsomorphic for any pair i and

j . Then M=^®Mi satisfies (E-I).

Proof. We can express any element of EndR(M) by a matrix (/ί;), where

/ i yGHom s(M ;-, M(). Let M = Σ Σ θ M f y , where Mij"*Ma and Mn^>Mn if
» = 1 / = 1

iΦi'. Then (fu) is regarded as a block matrix (/ι;^ί) Let F be an epimorphism
of M and F=^(fij). We shall show one f{j among fiky k=l, 2, •••, n, is isomor-
phic. Since F is epimorphic, Mi=^2fij(Mj). However, M{ is hollow and

j

so Mi=fij(Mj) for some/. Hence,/ i ; is isomorphic by the assumption. Since
Mij^Mily we may assume Mij=MΆ for all / and matrix units eijik are elements
in Endtf(M). Using those remarks and fundamental transformations of matri-
ces, we know there exist regular matrices Ply Qλ such that

Noting lhat F2 is epimorphic, and repeating those arguments, we get regular
matrices P, Q such that PFO=IM. Hence, F is isomorphic.

Theorem 1. Let {M€ύ}1 be a set of completely indecomposable and
cyclic hollow modules and M=*Σι(BMcύ. Then the following conditions are equi-
valent.

1) Every direct sum modulo ]{M) of indecomposable direct summands of M
is a direct sum {and a locally direct summand of M).

2) If there exists an epimorphism f of Ma to Mβ for any pair a and β in I}

then f is isomorphic.

Proof. 1)—*2). We assume there exists an epimorphism / of MΛ onto
Mβ and ker/ΦO. We put M'Λ={x+f(x)\xeMΛ} c M Λ 0 M β c M . Then
MaΦMβ^M^φMβ and M'Λ+MΛ is a direct sum modulo J(M) and hence,
M/

a+M<Λ=M/

ΛφMa by 1). However, M'Λ ΠMΛ=ker /ΦO.
2)->l). We note first that if Ma^Mβ for αΦ/5, MΛ satisfies (E-I) by the
assumption. Let 2 NΛ be a direct sum modulo J(M) of indecomposable direct

summands Na of M. Let K={1, 2, •• ,τz} be a finite subset of / and put
n

N(ri)=*Σj Nt. We shall show by the induction on n that N(ή) is a direct summand
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of M and iV(n)=ΣθJV f . If n = l , it is clear by the assumption. We assume
< = 1 n - l

M=N(n—l)®M' and N(n— l ) = Σ θ J V , . Since Nn is a direct summand of
ί = l

M, ΛΓM is isomorphic to some one My in {M*}, and i l ί ' = 2 θ ^ β by [1], where
I'

Γ=I—K and Mβ is isomorphic to some Mp(β) in {Ma},. Furtheromre, since

Nn has the exchange property in M by [1] and [4], either M = n ^

for some k or M=Nn®N(n— l ) θ Σ θ M β for some δ. We have proved our
i'-δ

assertion in the latter case. In the former case JVn^iV^.Mη(A). Let πβ be
the projection of M=N(n~\)@Y\@M^ onto M'β. Since

τrv| Nn is epimorphic for some γ. If 7?(^)Φp(7), τrγ|iVΛ is isomorphic by 2). If
η(k)=p(rγ)^ M contains a direct summand NkζBM'y such that Nn^Nk^My.
Hence, Nn satisfies (E-I) by 2) and [1]. In either case πy\Nn is isomorphic.
Accordingly, M=iVw0ker πy=NnφN(n~l)® Σ 0M^=N(w)e Σ

Theorem 1'. Let M and {M^jbe as above. Then the following conditions
are equivalent.

1) Every direct sum modulo ](M) of indecomposable direct summands is a
direct sum and a direct summand of M.

2) {Ma}j is a semi-T-nilpotent set [4] and if there exists an epimorphism f
cf Ma to Mβ for any pair a and β in /, then f is isomorphic.

Proof. l)-»2). Let {/,: Mai->Mai+l} be a set of non-isomorphic homo-
morphisms. Then every/,- is not epimorphic by Theorem 1. Hence, / t (MΛ .)c
J(Mai+i). We put M ; . = H / , . ( X ) | X G M Λ I . } and M'=M'Λi®M'Λ2®-®M'Λn

φ . Then φ(M^i)=φ(Mΰύ.) and so M' is a direct sum modulo J(M).
Hence, Mr is a direct summand of M by 1). Therefore, {MΛ}7 is a semi-T-
nilpotent set by [4]. The remaining paits are clear by Theorem 1.
2)->l). It is clear from Theorem 1 and [4], [9] and [10].

REMARK 4. If J(M) is small in M, {Ma} 7 is a semi-T-nilpotent set by [5]
when 2) in Theorem 1 is satisfied.

Theorem 2. Let M and {M^j be as in Theorem 1. Then the following
conditions are equivalent.

1) M has the lifting property of simple module.
2) For any pair a, β in I such that M^Mβ and any isomorphism f of Ma

onto Mβy there exists an epimorphism g of either Ma onto Mβ or Mβ onto MΛ such
thatg=forg=f-K

Proof. l)-»2). Let Mly M2 be two elements in {MΛ}7. We assume
M!, M2) and we put K=
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Since M has the lifting property, there exists a decomposition M=M{(BM'
such that φ(Mί)=K. Let x be in Mi and Λ = 2 X%\ Λ ^ M , . . Then since x=
XJ^ GJ^, x2=f(xj and ^4=0 for some #. Let π\: M^M{ be the projection.
Then πfi\M[ is epimorphic for z=l , 2. Mi is isomorphic to some in {MΛ} and

i
Λf=Λίίθ(Λf 10 - 0 M l l θ ) by the exchange property of Mi by [1], where
ί, means the z-th component is omited. If z were neither 1 nor 2, <p(Mί)ΓΊ

(M10M2)=O. Hence, ί = l or 2. Thus, we obtain M = M ί θ M 2 Θ M 3 θ or

M^MίΦM^M^'". In the former case, let τrf be the projection of M onto

M, (^: M->M[) and wι 1 =Σ ^ ( ^ I ) for m^Mx. Then w1 = Σ ^ (w1)=w{+

i{mi)\ mi^M^ Hence, fnx = fn[y f(fnί)= —π2(m1) and

Σ 7 r ι ( w ι ) = 0 Accordingly, — (τr21M2)GHomΛ(M2, Mx) and/ is induced from
ί>3

—(TralM^. In the latter case, K= -{f~\y)-\-y\y^M^ and we know that
—(7ΓJM2) induces/"1 as above.
2)->l). Let A be a simple submodule of M. Let w be the minimal integer

m

among m such that A^Σ^®Ma . Put Ma.=Mi and let τft be the projection
1 = 1

m

of Σ Φ ^ o n t o - î Then π^A is isomorphic and ^ ^
1 = 1

e M 1 , / i = (7?ί|iί)(7?1|i4)-1}. We consider a set
Then from 2) there exists either hjΊ^HomR(Miy Mj) or At ; e

^(My, Mi) such that Jiji=gji or hij^gij. In the former case (resp. the
latter case) we denote M^Mj (resp. M^Mj). We can easily see by the
induction and the fact gijgjk^gik that there exists a maximal one among M/s
with respect to the relation > , say Mt. Then A={gu(mt)-\ Vgt-u{^t)+
w ί + '+^r

Λ/(w/)|m/GΛί/}. Hence, we may assume t=ί. Now from the con-
struction above, there exist <gp

JeHom^(M1, Mj) such that £,-=/,• for all 7. Put
^(m1)J^1eM1}cM1ΘM20...0MM. ThenM(φM 20
and Mi={m1+g2{m1)+-+gti(m1)}^A.

Corollary. Let {Ma} 7 and M be as above. We assume each Ma satisfies
(E-I). Then the following conditions are equivalent.

1) M has the lifting property of simple module.
2) In the subset {M,} of {MΛ}/ such that Mj^Mu the relation f*is linear

and HomA(MΛ, Mβ) is induced from HomJ?(MΛ, Mβ) for any pair

The following theorem is a generalization on the lifting property of per-
fect modules.

Theorem 3.υ Let M and {MΛ}7 be as in Theorem 1. Then the following

1) If each MΛ satisfies (E-I), then 1) and 2) are equivalent to the fact that M has the lifting
property of decomposition and {Ma}i is semi-T-nilpotent (see [8], corollacy 20).
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conditions are equivalent.

1) M has the lifting property of simple module and for any direct sum modulo

J(M) of indecomposable direct summands is a direct sum and a direct summand of M.

2) For any pair a and β in I Hom i ?(MΛ, Mβ) is induced from HomR(Ma, Mβ)

and any epimorphism of MΛ onto Mβ is isomorphic and {Ma}j is a semi-T-nil-

potent set.

In this case M has the lifting property cf decomposition.

Proof. It is clear from Theorems 1,1' and 2.
Finally, we shall give some characterizations of artinian rings with lifting

property.

Theorem 4. Let R be a right artinian ring. Then the following conditions

1), 2) and 3), 4) are equivalent, respectively.

1) I? is right generalized uniserial [13].

2) Every direct sum of hollow modules has the lifting property of simple

module.

3) R is semi-simple.

4) Every direct sum of hollow modules has the lifting property of decomposi-

tion.

Proof. l)-^2). Every hollow module is of forms eR\e]\ where e is a
primitive idempotent. Hence, M has the lifting property of simple module
by Theorem 2.

2)-^l). Let e be a primitive idempotent. We take two right ideals eA{ ί = l , 2
such that e^ZDeA^eJ^1 and eAJeJt+1 is simple. Since the length of com-
position series of eR/eA1 is equal to one of eR/eA2> eR\eAx^eR\eA2 by Theorem
2. Let θ be any element in ΈndR(eRleJ). Then θ is given by the left multi-
plication of a regular element x in eRe. θ is also extended to an element in
HomR(eRleA19 eR/eA2) by Theorem 2. This homomorphism is given by the
left multiplication of x+j, where j ^eje. Hence, (x-\-j)eA1 = eA2. Since
jeA^eJeJ*deA2j xeAxdeA2 and so xeAλ=eA2. e is a regular element in eRe.
Hence eAx = eeAx = eA2. Thus, we have shown ej*lejt+1 is simple and so R is
right generalized uniserial.
3)->4). It is clear.

4)-»3). Let e be a primitive idempotent. We consider M=eRjeJQ)eR. Then
M\J(M)=eR\eJ®eR\eJ and we put Ay={%+x\%<=eR\eJ} and A2={o+x\%<=
eR/eJ}. Then M=A1®A2. Since M has the lifting property of decomposi-
tion, there exists a decomposition M=M1(BM2 such that M t=^4 t . It is clear
M2=0(BeR and so Mγ^eR\e] is simple. Hence, M1=A1 implies that eR is
simple. Therefore, R is semi-simple.

REMARK 5. If M=J(M)y we may understand M has the lifting property
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of simple module. Then the above theorems are valid for a direct sum of com-
pletely indecomposable hollow modules if we put some restrictions on the
conditions in the theorems. Let R be a commutative Dedekind domain. Then
every hollow module is isomorphic to one of Rip", R (if R is local) and E{Rjpn)
and Q (if R is local) by [6], where p is prime and Q is the quotient field of R.
Since J(E(R/pn))=E(R/pn) and J(Q)=Q, R satisfies Theorem 4, 2), however
R is not generalized uni-serial.

Let M be as in Theorem 1. Then every direct summand N of M with
N/J(N) simple is a completely indecomposable (and cyclic hollow) module.
Hence, every lifted direct summand from simple module is as above. Let T
be an i?-module and T/J(T) semi-simple. We assume that for any simple
submodule A of TjJ{T) there exists a direct summand Tx of T such that T1=A
and TΊ is a completely indecomposable.

Proposition 2. Let T be the R-module as above. Then every direct sum-
mand of T has the same property.

Proof. Let Γ = Γ 1 0 Γ 2 and AdT^TJJ^). Then there exists a

completely indecomposable direct summand Nx of T such that N1=A. Since

iVi has the exchange property by [14], T=N1(BT'1@T2 and T ^ T ί φ T Γ (see

the proof of Theorem 2). Now N^Ti^T^N^T,) and T['IJ{T[') is

simple. Let t" be a generator of T" and t//=n1+t2; n1^N1 and t2^T2. Since

n^AczTv t2=0. Hence, A=n1R=t"R=Tί'.

Corollary. Let T be as above. We assume TIJ(T)=^ΣιφAi; the A{ is
i=1

simple. Then Γ ^ Σ Θ Γ . Θ S whith T{ simple and S=0.
i = l

Proof. We can prove it by the proposition and the induction on n.

3. Corollaries

We shall study some special cases.

Corollary 1. Let M and {Ma} be as in Theorem 1. If M satisfies the

equivalent conditions in Theorems 1,2 or 3, then every direct summand of M satisfies

the same condition.

Proof. Since each Ma is cyclic, every direct summand of M is a direct sum
of indecomposable modules which are isomorphic to some in {MΛ}7 by [14],
Hence, we have the corollary.

Corollary 2. Let M and {Ma} I be as above. We assume J{M) is small.
Then the following conditions are equivalent.
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1) Every irredundant sum of indecomposable direct summands of M is a direct

sum.

2) If there exists an epimorphism f of Ma onto Mβ> f is isomofphic for any

pair a and β in I.

Proof. It is clear from Lemma 1, Remark 4 and Theorem Γ and the proof

of Theorem 1.

Corollary 3.2) Let R be a right perfect ring. Then every quasi-projective
n

module Q [11] is isomorphic to Σ Σ ® ^ M Ά v Then Q has the lifting property
i = l j

of simple module if and only if {e tA ;} w linear with respect to the inclusion for

each i. Q has the lifting property cf decomposition if and only if eiAij=eiAn for

each iy where the e{ is primitive, e{R^ejR if i^j and the e^ij is the right ideal

such that eiReiAijdeiAij.

Proof. Every quasi-projective module Q is of a form P/Ky where P is

projective and K a character submodule in P which is contained in PJ by [11].

Since P ^ Σ ® C^)'1* Q i s a direct sum of ^ i ? / ^ ί ; with ^ i ? ^ t ; C ^ ί y .
ί = l

Hence, noting Hom ί(^ftle^^, eftfe^^') is given by some elements in e^Rei

and Hom^iRleiJ, eiRleiJ^^eiReile^e^ we have the corollary from Theorems 2

and 3 and Remark 4.
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